Abstract
Introduction
A flow-shop problem with transportation times and two robots is a generalization of the classical flow-shop problem and may be formulated as follows: We are given m machines 
Related work
To describe special cases of this problem Johann Hurink, and Sigrid Knust [8] are extended the | |    -notation of Graham et al. [7] . In the  - in the  -field. In practice this situation may occur if we are given two types of jobs, some "big" and some "small" jobs where it takes longer to transport the big jobs than the smaller ones. The permutation flow shop problem (PFSP) with the objective of minimizing makespan or total flow time had been proved they are NP-Complete (Garey et al. [6] ).
Although in the literature, several exact methods have been tested on this kind of problem (Bansal, [1] ), but they were forced to limit the size of the problem due to the fact of the explosion calculations with the nature of NP-complete problem. Several authors have worked on the complexity of flow shop problem with transportation. Many authors focused on cyclic flow-shop scheduling problems. For the flow-shop environment with a single robot and unlimited buffer space only one complexity result is available. Kise [9] has shown that problem Fm,S1|p =1| T m 2    are NP-hard for two or greater than two machines, but they aren't presented a resolution methods for this kind of problems. For flow-shop problems with transportation times, limited buffer space and a single robot, some polynomially solvable special cases have been described by Panwalkar [13] . Kise et al. [10] , and Stern and Vitner [16] considered the two-machine case with an additional no-wait condition which can be formulated as a specially structured traveling salesman problem.
For solving the problem two ant-colony algorithms are proposed and analyzed by [14] in order to minimize the total flow time in permutation flow shop, KC. Ying CJ. Liao [20] introduces the ant colony optimization for the first time to resolve the permutation flow-shop with minimizing the Makespane objective. Qian et al [12] proposed a hybrid algorithm based on differential evolution (DE-based algorithm) for multi-objective flow shop scheduling with limited buffers. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, the flow-shop scheduling problem with transportation times is stated and formulated and the mathematic model for the flow-shop problem with transportation constraints is proposed. In Section 4, we present a graphical representation, architecture for the workshop studied and we give a disjunctive graph representation for the problem. In section 5, the ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm proposed is detailed. In Section 6, the computational results and comparisons are provided, and we finish by a conclusion.
Problem formulation and mathematic model

Problem formulation
In most manufacturing and distribution systems, finished tasks are transferred from a machine to another by robots transporter. This paper investigates the flow shop architecture. We have two transporter robots R 1 machine can only process one operation and one robot can only transferred one task. The finished tasks is stored in output buffer if it is available and must be transferred by one robot transporter at a time and delivered to preview machine in h k tr 0  units of times. Each machine M i has a limited buffer input/output and its capacity has limited in one task at a time, in such a case, after finishing processing on a machine, a job either directly has to be processed on the next machine or it has to be stored in the output buffer between the two machines. If the buffer is full, the job has to wait on its current machine and this machine is blocked for other jobs. This blocking will be remained until at least a buffer unit becomes available. C The output capacity of machine k
The variables and data
The objective function
Minimize max
C
In the remaining of this paragraph we present the problem's constraints.
The constraints
A job j cannot start in the next machine after its transport at least.
Each machine can only process one job at a time.
This constraint illustrates the precedence constraints between jobs on machines. 
This constraint ensure that the Cmax (Makespan) is greater than the finished date of the last job on the machine M m plus the time of transport to the final depot.
, 1 1,..,
th constraint assures that each job j cannot be transported to the next machine after its availability on the output of its current machine.
1,.., 1,...,
This constraint ensure the non preemption of the tasks on the machine
Graphical representation
This paper focuses on sequencing and scheduling for a particular type of automated material handling system in cellular manufacturing: robotic cells. A robotic cell consists of an input device; a series of processing stages, each of which performs a different operation on each part in a fixed sequence; an output device; and one or more robots that transport the parts within the cell. Each stage has one or more machines that perform the processing for that stage.
Figure 1. Flow-shop architecture
The configuration of a robotic cell (Figure 1) is to have two robots that can hold only one part by each robot, one machine per stage, and buffers spaces (input/output) can only support one task at a time for intermediate storage between the stages within the cell; each machine can hold only one part, a robotic cell is, in essence, a flowshop with two robot and on capacity for input/output buffers for each machine. Our flow-shop system (Figure 1 ) is composed of a set of machines and two robots positioned on the two sides of the machines to move finished tasks from one machine to the others, by parallel movements throughout the mock parallel. For more details about the architecture see dawande [4] .
The flow shop scheduling problem consists of the arrangement of n jobs on m machines. The processing times of n jobs on the machines are known in advance. This problem can be represented by a disjunctive graph. Figure 2 shows a disjunctive graph representation for the problem made of four jobs and three machines. In a disjunctive graph, circles represent jobs. Conjunctive arcs correspond to precedence constraints among the machines for the same job. Disjunctive arcs correspond to possible constraints among the jobs on the same machine. The general graph model of the flow shop with buffers can be found in the article of Nowicki [11] .
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Resolution approach
The ant colony optimization (ACO) heuristic presented by Colorni et al. [3] , and later extended by several studies, used a swarm intelligence approach to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP). R.F. Tavares Neto and M.Godinho Filho [17] are used this algorithm to solve a permutation flow shop problem with outsourcing allowed, they use new ACO approach in two sequential ACO heuristic blocks, each ACO algorithm solves a different part of the problem. The significance of an ant's move is highly dependent on the graph representation of the problem, and then to use this method to solve any problem, so first of all, we must describe this problem as a graph representation. This constructive method operates on the network structure of the graph, because the ant that is the main element of the method moves in the graph of a node to another using a transition probability which operates several heuristics information. This method was proposed by Gambardella and Dorigo [5] to solve the traveling salesman. Our ACO algorithm follows different steps: 1) Initialization step: traces of pheromone information and the parameters of heuristic are initialized. 2) Iterative step: a colony of ants determines the first jobs to be transported to the initial machine. Each ant applies repeatedly state transition rule to select the next job until a complete solution (a schedule) be built. In constructing a schedule (one solution), the information heuristic and pheromone trails are used to determine which job will be chosen.
Each robot is represented by an ant, the two ants communicate with each other during the construction of the solution. When a robot is moving to a machine to serve, then the other robot chooses other one to serve it.
Pheromone trails
All the jobs are positioned in the initial deposit at time 
Heuristic information
The heuristic information value is also initialized at the initialization step. The use of heuristic information to direct the ants' probabilistic solution construction is important because it provides problem specific knowledge. Heuristic information used in this study is the time of process of jobs on the machines
, the time of transport of jobs between machines h k tr and the remaining time ( ij  ) for the total execution time of machine.
State transition rule
In the process of schedule forming, an ant k in node i select the node j to move by applying the following state transition rule:  J is a random variable selected according to the following random-proportional rule probability distribution, which is the probability of that ant k chooses node j with larger ij p to move from node i:
 LC is a list of candidates
The passage of an ant from a node i to node j falls into two equations: eq (1 ') and eq (2'), and from their solutions, it chooses the best one.
Local updating rule
While constructing a schedule, an ant decreases the pheromone trail level between selected jobs by applying the following local updating rule:
Where, 0  is the initial pheromone level and
is the local pheromone evaporating parameter.
Global updating rule
Global updating rule is applied after all ants completed their schedules. Global updating provides a greater amount of pheromone trail between adjacent jobs of best schedule. The pheromone trail level is updated as follows:
is the pheromone evaporating parameter of global updating and Cmax is the objective function value of the best schedule until the current iteration.
ACO Pseudo code for classical permutation flow shop problem
In this paragraph we present a pseudo code of the ACO algorithm.
Initialization:
The pheromone trails, the heuristic information and the parameters are initialized.
Iterative loop:
2.1 A colony of ants determines starting jobs.
Each ant constructs a complete schedule:
Repeat Apply state transition rule (2') to select the next processing job Apply the local updating rule Until a complete schedule is constructed 2.3 Apply the global updating rule 3. Cycle: If the maximum number of iterations is realized, then STOP; Else go to step 2.
Computational results
The results shown in Table 1 concern the permutation flow shop problem with unlimited buffers, and no transportation time (i.e. that the sequence in which each machine processes all jobs is identical on all machines (permutation flow shop)). Our method was tested on 28 benchmark problems with 20 jobs and the number of machines varying from 5 to 20 given by Taillard [18] . There were 10 instances for each problem size. The test problem files are available via OR-Library web site (URL: http: // mscmga.ms.ic.ac.uk/jeb/orlib/&owshopinfo.html), or
can be downloaded from the Taillard's web site (URL: http://www.idsia.ch/~eric/)
Performance of solutions to yield using test problem is compared with MOACSA algorithm of Betul Yagmahan and Mehmet Mutlu Yenisey [19] , CR(MC) algorithm of Rajendran [14] and HAMC algorithms (HAMC1, HAMC2, HAMC3) of Ravindran et al. [15] .
The solution quality is measured by the mean percentage difference from Taillard's upper bound. In the Table 1 we offer a comparison between different solution methods found in the literature and our proposed resolution method (ACO) to solve the flow shop sequencing problem with transportation constraints, the computational result shown in the Table 1 , represent the quality of performance of (C-C*)/C* of ACO and the other methods. Where C * is the best solution found so far and C is the best solution obtained by each method. we find that our method gives better solutions compared with other methods, although the other methods outperforms ours in a few instances, but in most instances our report is the most interesting performance of others. The graphs (Figures 3, 4 , 5 and 6) illustrate with curves representing the difference in quality between the different methods compared for ten taillard's instances (Ta01-Ta28) For the second runs we enlarged the instance above noted by transportation and empty moving times as follows:
We consider the empty time are equal to the transportation time, and the transportation time between machine h and machine k is; tr hk =6*|h-k|, we take into account the initial (h=0) and final deposit (h=m+1). In this case, to construct one scheduling we use two ant, each one is lied to one transporter robot and each ant represent one of transporter robot.
Displacement of each ant is taking into consideration the additional constraints that support the transport of tasks between machines, each ant moves along the transition probability: 3") Where d ij is the distance between machine i and machine j, LC the candidate list and , and
The two ants communicate between them in the sense that an ant cannot take the destination of a machine unless the other ants do not take as a destination, or that the other ants arrive at the desired machine too late that the other ant.
The Table 2 shows the computational result of the Flow shop problem with the transportation constraints and the limited buffers connected at each machine can only support one task at a time, and the robot transporter can only transports only one task at a time. Unfortunately, for this kind of problems: flow shop with transportation times, there is no instance neither any computational result. So to validate our method ACO, we were obligated to enlarge the taillard's benchmark by the moving and empty times. We assume that the machines are distanced by identical distance d hk = |h-k|*D, where h and k are the index of machines and D is the time unit taken by one transporter robot to travel between two consecutive machines, in our runs we suppose D=6 for both moving and empty times. And we reduce the buffers capacity of machines to one task at a time, the results shown in Table 2 present the results of runs of each first instance of each type of taillard's benchmark. In the table above we give the solution of classical PFSSP found in the literature, and in the right column we give our solution for our typical problem studied in this paper. Transport and  limited buffers  ta001  20  5  1278  1487  ta011  20  10  1582  2134  ta021  20  20  2297  3469  ta031  50  5  2724  3119  ta041  50  10  3025  4036  ta051  50  20  3875  7080  ta061  100  5  5493  6245  ta071  100  10  5770  7563  ta081  100  20  6282  13270  ta091  200  10 10862 14188 
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Conclusion
The majority of the studies about flow-shop scheduling have been mainly focused on a classical problem without take into account transportation times. However, many real-world problems require solution approaches which take into account moving and empty time arising from the displacement of tasks between machines. For this reason, recent researches are tending to find solution approaches for the problem with the transportation time constraints. Hence, we consider the flow shop scheduling problem with the transportation time in this study. In this paper, the proposed algorithm is based on ACO metaheuristic. In order to verify the performance of proposed algorithm, computational experiments are conducted on the benchmark problems. The obtained results show that proposed ACO performs better than MOACSA algorithm, CR(MC) algorithm, HAMC algorithms and GA for the multi-objective flow shop scheduling problem. MOACSA can be used for single or multiple objectives case considering different criteria like mean flow time, total tardiness, and maximum tardiness of this problem and it is strongly expected that good solutions will be obtained. Furthermore, it is possible that the proposed ACO algorithm can be applied to the scheduling problems in various manufacturing systems such as job shop, cellular manufacturing, and flexible manufacturing.
